Mr. / Ms. ________________________________ Reg. No. ______________________

Subject: **PART-TIME TUTORS / STUDY CENTRE’S INFORMATION.**

Dear Student,

We, at the AIOU Regional Centre Sukkur, are continuously striving to bring improvement in our system for the benefit of our students. The undersigned is pleased to inform that your Tutor & Study Center's information is now provided by the office instead of five tutors, individually. Hope that this small step will make this semester stress free, as far as timely communication of basic information regarding your Part-Time Tutor & Study Centre is concerned.

Course-wise detail of Part-Time Tutors appointed for **M. Sc Pakistan Studies Spring 2010 Semester (2nd Semester)** and Study Centre is given **OVERLEAF**. You are hereby ADVISED to send your assignments directly to your tutors within prescribed scheduled already provided to you by the university i.e.

- Assignment (for 3 credit hrs) No. 01 due date 20-08-2010
- Assignment (for 3 credit hrs) No. 02 due date 10-10-2010

In case of delay tutor will not accept the assignments. Please note that if you failed to submit assignment(s) in due course of time and declared **ABSENT / FAIL** in assignments by the tutor(s) concerned you will not eligible to appear in the examination of that course. Please dispatch your assignment(s) under REGISTERED AD POST and confirm & collect your evaluated assignments from the tutor(s) before the commencement of workshop. Please note that Tentative Date / Period for 15 days Workshop is 1st week of October, 2010, so keep in touch during the period, as participation in Workshop is mandatory.

Should you require any further information, please feel free to contact with the undersigned during the office hours or with the In charge Program i.e.

**MRS. ATTIIYA BATOOL**  
Student Counselor & In Charge Postgraduate Programs  
AIOU, Regional Centre Sukkur  
Ph # 071 5631542 & PTCL V-Wireless # 071 5016176

I wish a very bright future for you. I hope that after getting education at AIOU, you will become an asset for the country and you will be able to play an important role for the development and prosperity of the people of Pakistan.

Yours Sincerely,

**(ATTA HUSSAIN MUSAVI)**  
Deputy Regional Director
DETAIL OF YOUR COURSE-WISE TUTORS

Course Code: 4659  Title: Economic Development in Pakistan-I
MR. BISHARAT HUSSAIN SHAH
ASSISTANT PROFESSOR (B 18) GOVT ISLAMIA ARTS & COMMERCE COLLEGE SUKKUR
Address for correspondence & dispatch of assignments:
KOT MIR YAKOOB ALI SHAH RIZVI, STATION ROAD, ROHRI, DISTRICT SUKKUR
CELL # 0301 3408267

Course Code: 4660  Title: Economic Development in Pakistan-II
MR. RAMESH KUMAR
LECTURER (B 17) GOVT: ISLAMIA SCIENCE COLLEGE SUKKUR
Address for correspondence & dispatch of assignments:
POST OFFICE BAGARJI TALUKA NEW SUKKUR DISTRICT SUKKUR
Cell # 0300 3148848

Course Code: 4661  Title: Foreign Policy of Pakistan-I
MR. ABDUL QAYUM MANGI
ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR (B 19), GOVT: ISLAMIA ARTS & COMMERCE COLLEGE SUKKUR
Address for correspondence & dispatch of assignments:
KUMHAR MOHALLAH BEHIND CIVIL HOSPITAL SUKKUR
CELL # 0306 3699246

Course Code: 4662  Title: Foreign Policy of Pakistan-II
MR. SHAMS UD DIN KALWAR
ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR (B 19) GOVT: DEGREE COLLEGE, SHIKARPUR ROAD, SUKKUR
Address for correspondence & dispatch of assignments:
H.NO.281 B, RIZWANI STREET ROHRI DISTT: SUKKUR
CELL # 0300 3149153

Course Code: 537  Title: Ideological Foundation of Pakistan
MR. IMDAD ALI KORAI
LECTURER (B-17) GOVERNMENT DEGREE COLLEGE GHOTKI
Address for correspondence & dispatch of assignments:
C/O HAFIZ SANITARY STORE KHUWAJA MARKET PANO AQIL
CELL # 0300 3143566

STUDY CENTRE: The main teaching medium of the university is correspondence text. However, a study centre is established to provide supplementary opportunity to a student; to consult a tutor about academic difficulties and to benefit from his / her face-to-face guidance, meet fellow students etc. Attendance is not mandatory but will definitely help you in your studies. Your Study Centre is GOVERNMENT COLLEGE OF EDUCATION, SHIKARPUR ROAD SUKKUR. Detail of STUDY CENTRE COORDINATOR is as under:

MR. SYED IMTIAZ ALI SHAH BUKHARI
ASSISTANT PROFESSOR (B-18), GOVERNMENT COLLEGE OF EDUCATION, SHIKARPUR ROAD SUKKUR.
CELL # 0300 3132161